Filming Agreement & Media Consent - Furnal Equinox

Producer: ________________________________
Production: ________________________________

The following sets out the terms between the above stated Producer and Anthropomorphic Events of Ontario (hereafter referred to as “AEO”).

AEO permits the Producer to film attendees and official events at Furnal Equinox ("the convention"), taking place at the Westin Harbour Castle Convention Centre, and to use the footage in the Production stated above, subject to the conditions below:

- AEO assumes no liability for damage or loss to property or injury to persons arising from this production. The Producer assumes all risks in accordance with the Limitation of Liability set out in the Furnal Equinox Code of Conduct.

- The Producer shall keep this agreement on their person when filming, conducting interviews, or performing any other activities related to the production. Before conducting any interviews or filming, the Producer shall clearly identify himself/herself to participants, explain the purposes of filming, show this agreement upon request, and refer any concerns to the Head of Public Relations & Publicity.

- All Furnal Equinox attendees that are prominently featured in production footage (i.e. clearly identified as the subject of a film segment) must provide clear written or filmed verbal consent before being filmed, in the event of privacy issues. Attendees may opt out of being filmed at any time without sanction or penalty.

- The Producer agrees that filming must not interfere in any way with the operations of the convention. The Producer shall comply with all instructions provided by Furnal Equinox staff and understands that he or she may be directly supervised where it is deemed required. The Producer will also comply with any rules set forth by the convention venue, and all other applicable rules.

- AEO agrees that the name and brand “Furnal Equinox” may be used within the production in an incidental manner. The documentary may indicate that participants are at Furnal Equinox and provide general details about the convention but may not imply any endorsement or affiliation by Furnal Equinox, or AEO.

- The Producer grants AEO the right to review the final production prior to distribution to ensure that the production is not in any way injurious or disparaging to Furnal Equinox, its attendees, or the furry fandom as a whole. The Producer further agrees not to distribute any portion of the production to the public (through YouTube, Vimeo, or any other live or online public exhibition) until this review has been performed and written authorization from the Board of Directors has been provided.

- In case of any disputes over the content of the production, the Producer and AEO shall communicate their concerns to each other and negotiate in good faith to resolve them.

- The Producer agrees that any breach in the terms of this agreement may result in the withdrawal of permission, and appropriate other measures being taken under Furnal Equinox's Code of Conduct. The agreement may otherwise be terminated by mutual agreement between the two parties. In addition, any action by the Producer or their affiliates which is in violation of the law will also nullify any agreement with AEO.
- In case of any material changes to the scope and intent of filming or usage of footage, the Producer shall promptly notify Furnal Equinox’s Head of Public Relations & Publicity.

I agree to the terms of agreement as set out above, on this ____ day of _____________, 20___.

____________________________________  ______________________________________
Producer                                      Head of Public Relations, Furnal Equinox

____________________________________(optional)
Director, Furnal Equinox